3i6	NOTES ON CHAPTER IX
 95.	See §§ i and 5, and note N.
 96.	This is not astrological, but in early times chiromancers
allotted to the planets certain parts of the hand, e.g. to Saturn
the little finger (4th), to the Sun the ring finger (3rd), to Mercury
the middle finger (and), and to Mars the index finger (ist) (A.
BouchS-Leclercq, Astrologie grecque, p. 313).
 97.	Another example of the magic shadow.    See note Q (/).
 98.	The data are ambiguous, but this rule, at least, suggests
the Locus fortunae of Western astrologers or the aphetic places of
Ptolemy (the hyleg of the Arabs).    It would be out of place here
to attempt to explain these theories, on which few authorities
agree.    Briefly, the place of fortune is that distance from the
ascendant that the Moon is from the Sun, or 360° less that distance.
Ptolemy's aphetic places are the Ascendant, counting from 5 degrees
above the horizon, the tenth,  eleventh or ninth house.   The
significator is the Sun, Moon, the Locus fortunae or the Ascendant
in an aphetic place;   and the duration of life is equal to the
number of degrees between the aphetic place and the MC (i.e. the
hour angle of the significator).
99-101. These notes  on meteorology call for little remark.
" Metchlepatam "=Masulipatam,  " Pattana "=Patna.
 103.	A simple trick of a well-known type, a variation of which
was given by Bachet de M£ziriac in 1612.
 104.	The rule may be represented by (i6n+nr)+nr=*i6Ir + i,
where n is the number of rupees and r the rate of interest in annas
per rupee.
 105.	This  problem  occurs  in  Mahavira's   Sarasangraha,  vi.
289 and 328.    If n be the number of outside arrows then, according
to Mahavira, the total number is ((w+3)2+3)-ri2.
106-107. Trivial problems.
 108.	See note O.
 109.	" Becramogee "=Vikraina.    a.d. 1671 = 1728 Vikramaera.
The 360 days may be a reference to saura days.    See Hindu
Astronomy, p. 57.
no. See note O.
" Teetah "^Treta ; " Doopor "=*Dvapara ; " Coljoog "ssKafi-
yuga.
in. See notes O and R. The Hindus reckon in solar months
varying in length from 29 d. 7 h. 38 m. to 31 d. 15 h. 28 m.; and
in lunar months varying in length from 29 d. 7 h. 20 m. to 29 d.
19 h. 30 m. Thus in a lunar month it will often happen that no
solar month begins, and, more rarely, there will be two such

